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Deep Cleaner & Descaler  
 

Deep Cleans & Removes Scale deposits in the many ty pes of Film, Plate and 
Paper Processors used in the PCB/NDT/Medical X-Ray/ Photo/Print industries.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
Foams – Clings - Cleans 
Easy Clean Concentrate  
Foaming Spot Cleaner & Processor  
Rack / Tank Soak Cleaner  
 
  
Film Processors   
Easy Clean CONCENTRATE is designed to soak away the heavy deposits of chemical residue 
that can build up within a processor and is a very effective cleaning and removal agent for 
calcium scale on the surface of wash tanks. Available in 1 litre trigger foaming bottles for easy 
use during the cleaning and maintenance of a processor (for dye staining on rollers and 
processor casings use Easy Clean GENERAL). 
 
  

Easy Clean CONCENTRATE Rapidly dissolves away all traces of heavily oxidised sticky developer, chemical build-up 
from racks and tanks and algae or calcium build-up on racks or in wash tanks. Easy Clean CONCENTRATE  also     
de-scales pipe-work and heat exchangers. 
 
Water Scale, Calcium & Algae Scale Remover   
Use Easy Clean CONCENTRATE  in a soak solution 1:10 to soak away the contamination from wash tanks and racks. 
Cleaned metal will return to its original brightness. After use simply put to drain. 
 
Soak Clean with Easy Clean CONCENTRATE Solution @ 1 :5 to 1:10 dilution with water   
1. Remove racks from tanks and soak for 2-4 hours.   
2. For a total deep clean and to de-scale pipe work and re-circulation system remove chemistry from tanks leaving the 

racks in place. Make up solution in tanks. Turn processor on for 5-10 minutes to allow solution re circulate. Switch 
processor off and allow to stand for between 2-4 hours. Drain down and throughly rinse off all the racks and tanks. 

 
Spot Clean Racks with Easy Clean CONCENTRATE 1 litr e Foaming Bottle   
The easy to use Colenta Easy Clean Concentrate , coats the rack components with a fast acting, penetrating soft 
clinging foam. Remove the rack to be cleaned. Rinse off excess chemistry. Foam Concentrate onto rack, turning rollers 
to ensure even coverage. Leave until contamination has dissolved (this could be from 30-120 mins depending on the 
deposit being removed) then pressure rinse off with fresh/clean water. 
  
Note: Whilst Easy Clean CONCENTRATE has no unpleasant odour, dissolving chemistry on the part being cleaned 
does and therefore always use Easy Clean Concentrate  in well ventilated areas or use the soak method with 
CONCENTRATE as described above. 
 
Note: For silver build-up on racks and tanks use Colenta Easy Clean SYSTEM . 

EASY CLEAN Concentrate 
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